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“We prototyped the Adding 
Sustainable Value framework 
with Kiwi Experience, and it has 
been so successful that we are 
now rolling it out to all our other 
businesses.”

Grant Webster

Chief Executive Officer
Tourism Holdings Limited
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For over two decades, The Natural Step has been at 
the forefront of international research and dialogue 
about sustainable development and has provided 
advisory services to hundreds of businesses.

The Centre for Sustainable Practice is based at 
Central campus (Otago Polytechnic). Its aim is to 
inspire capability for real change. It has developed 
innovative and practical NZQA-accredited 
programmes to meet the future needs of businesses.

The Sustainable Business Council (SBC) is the voice 
of sustainable business in New Zealand, connecting 
and inspiring New Zealand businesses to be more 
sustainable and find solutions to sustainability 
challenges. 
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Capture these benefits
 > Increase revenue by enhancing value to customers
 > Reduce costs by designing for efficiencies
 > Underpin new growth with innovative thinking
 > Improve internal culture by capitalising on change 

initiatives
 > Target new business opportunities
 > Build resilience by addressing emergent risks 

What’s involved?
The programme runs over 19 weeks and includes:

 > Four 1 day workshops
 > 1-on-1 professional mentoring and support throughout
 > Open source tools that you can use and share
 > Practical assignments that deliver real business benefits 

from day one
 > Developing an integrated business strategy and action plan. 

As well as tangible business benefits, when you successfully 
complete the programme, you will be awarded the NZQA-
accredited Certificate in Sustainable Practice (Level 5) 
from Otago Polytechnic. 

Module Benefits

Module 1
 > Introduce an integrated business planning framework
 > Sustainability: designing for people
 > Map relevant trends and drivers of change

 > A framework that improves internal collaboration and innovation
 > Focus on adding commercial value beyond ‘green’
 > Gain risk perspective and find missed revenue opportunities 

Module 2
 > Map current assets and platforms
 > Create inventory of impacts and prioritise
 > Apply a systems approach to value chain assessment

 > Develop your performance baseline 
 > Evaluate current performance and inform strategic decision-making
 > Identify priority areas of focus and find innovation hot-spots

Module 3
 > Create a compelling vision of long-term success
 > Use back-casting to ensure a strong future-focus
 > Articulate core sustainability challenges/goals

 > Galvanise team focus  around a set of measurable goals
 > Identify key contributions from partners and external relationships|
 > Set a clear strategy that matches future-focused initiatives with current 

business goals

Module 4
 > Align strategy with current business goals 
 > Develop short-term winning plays
 > Develop a business case for an acceleration project

 > Align opportunity hot-spots and priorities with business strategy
 > Commit to action plan that drives progress
 > Prove the value proposition for investment in future-focused initiatives

Four for the price of one
At no extra cost, bring along three colleagues to share the 
learning and work with you to accelerate progress. 

Otago Polytechnic reserves the right to postpone or cancel programmes if there are insufficient numbers registered.  

*Qualifying businesses in some locations may be eligible for up to 50% subsidy. Please contact us for more information.
**Courses run subject to demand in a variety of locations.

As expectations about business responsibility rise, so do business opportunities for 
doing things right. Adding Sustainable Value is a practical strategic planning training 
course to help you unlock the opportunities from the growing preference for ethical 
and sustainable businesses. Using a proven framework this programme merges 
professional consultancy, team building and peer learning to enable fresh solutions 
and smart, strategic decision-making.

Programme components

A solid framework to underpin 
our future commercial success

“The Adding Sustainable Value programme has given THL a solid 
framework to fast-track our sustainability strategy and build the 
understanding of our team about how that will underpin our future 
commercial success. We prototyped the framework with Kiwi 
Experience, and it has been so successful that we are now rolling 
it out to all our other businesses. From this programme we now 
have a clear method to demonstrate our leadership commitment 
in being a responsible tourism operator.”

Grant Webster
Chief Executive Officer
Tourism Holdings Ltd 

Inspiring innovation 
“The Adding Sustainable Value course enabled us to cast a 
fresh lens over our business and identify new opportunities 
for improvement whilst re-thinking the way we use all sorts of 
resources. It has inspired conversations about innovation across 
the business with a shared understanding of what sustainability 
and long-term success really mean for Trevelyan’s.”

Rachel Brodie
Operations Support / Sustainability Manager
Trevelyan’s Pack and Cool Ltd

Real results 
Over 100 organisations have enhanced their 
performance and gained real results from the 
programme since its launch in 2011.

Contact us
For more information:  
visit www.addingsustainablevalue.co.nz 
call Barbara Emmitt on 0800 765 9276  
or email addingsustainablevalue@op.ac.nz

Programme fees and details
Domestic students: $3,060 (plus GST)  
unless a subsidy applies.* International students please inquire.

Workshop locations and start dates:
Lower North Island   
16 June, 14 July, 11 August, 8 September
Central North Island  
7 July, 4 August, 1 September, 6 October
Auckland  
23 June, 21 July, 18 August, 15 September 
Christchurch  
2 August, 6 September, 4 October, 1 November
Dunedin  
28 July, 25 August, 22 September, 20 October  

Maximum of 12 registrations per course. Preference will be given 
to applicants who demonstrate senior management support.

Aligning business success with 
sustainable practice

“The ASV Framework simplified the complex challenges presented 
by sustainability. The systems thinking approach unlocked 
potential opportunities and encouraged innovation both in terms 
of our own operations and the services we provide. This course is 
a must for any business interested in future-proofing against the 
challenges that lie ahead.” 

Kathryn McDonald
Environmental and Sustainability Consultant 
Opus Consultants


